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What is PRIMEFLEX for VMware vSAN?  What Is HCI Powered by vSAN? 

PRIMEFLEX for VMware vSAN is an integrated system from Fujitsu to simplify 

the deployment of a VMware-based hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI). 

The integrated system combines benchmark-leading Fujitsu PRIMERGY 

standard x86 servers and software-defined server and storage technology 

from VMware to setup a high-performance, highly reliable and cost-efficient 

virtual infrastructure. In order to meet specific customer requirements, Fujitsu 

offers a broad range of validated server configurations (vSAN Ready Nodes) 

with pre-installed software and single point of contact for support. 

 Hyper-converged infrastructure (HCI) combines compute, storage, and 

management onto industry-standard x86 servers, delivering a 

software-defined, building block approach to IT with scale-out capabilities. 

HCI powered by VMware includes: 

■ Single integrated platform built on VMware vSphere®, the market-leading 

hypervisor 

■ VMware vSAN™, the software-defined enterprise storage solution natively 

integrated with vSphere 

■ VMware vCenter Server®, the familiar unified, extensible management tool 

 

What’s new in vSAN 6.6? 
Industry’s first native HCI security 

solution with software-defined, 

encryption for data-at-rest 

Advanced site protection for 50% less 

than traditional solutions with 

enhanced stretched cluster for local 

failure protection 

Higher performance for 

business-critical applications through 

support of latest flash technology 

from day one 

Up to 80% faster management with 

intelligent 1-click operations and 

support of vSAN cloud analysis 

 

Why upgrade from vSphere to vSAN? 
■ Evolve without Risk: Seamlessly extend 

virtualization to storage with a secure, integrated 

hyper-converged solution that simply works with 

your VMware environment. 

■ Reduce TCO: Make limited budgets go farther 

with 50% lower total cost of ownership by 

consolidating core data center functions on 

industry-standard x86 hardware and the most 

proven hypervisor. 

■ Scale to Tomorrow: Prepare for tomorrow’s IT 

needs in the cross-cloud era with 

software-defined infrastructure that leverages 

the latest hardware technologies, supports 

next-gen applications and provides a stepping 

stone to the cloud. 
 

Top use cases for selling vSAN  How is vSAN different from other HCI solutions? 
■ Traditional server or storage refresh: Leverage VMware vSphere® and 

VMware vSAN™ for VM storage 

■ Business critical applications: Enterprise class availability and performance 

for Microsoft Exchange, Microsoft SQL, Oracle, and OLTP workloads 

■ Virtual desktop infrastructure (VDI): Meets peak performance and cost 

requirements 

■ Disaster recovery (DR): vSAN stretched cluster with SRM provides excellent 

DR capabilities to ensure business continuity 

■ ROBO (25 VMs packs/site): Powerful, simple, cost-effective storage for IT 

generalists available on as few as two-nodes 

 ■ Most flexible HCI building blocks allow broadest choice of infrastructure 

with 5x more platforms than leading competitor and >175 Ready Nodes 

■ Single HCI software stack with tightest vSphere and vCenter integration 

that greatly reduces OPEX 

■ One single policy-based management that accelerates responsiveness and 

extends to modern SAN/NAS investments 

■ Seamless extension to a completely software-defined data center 

(on-premises and public cloud) with the unified operating environment of 

VMware Cloud Foundation (see PRIMEFLEX for VMware Cloud Foundation) 

 

Why choose Fujitsu for your VMware vSAN project? 
■ Fujitsu delivers the best performing computing plattform for VMware 

environments 

 Fujitsu x86 servers are #1 in 70% of all VMmark benchmark categories 

■ Fujitsu offers free of charge management integration (vCenter plug-in, 

vRealize workflows) with no need for additional 3rd-party management 

software providing 

 Single server and cluster firmware updates 

 Advanced monitoring for all critical HW components in vSAN 

environments (covers also storage controller, HDDs and SSDs) 

■ Fujitsu offers a special end-to-end infrastructure solution support with single 

point of contact 

 Fujitsu SolutionPack covers the complete HW/SW technology stack 

■ Fujitsu is a one stop shop for the complete VMware portfolio (Fujitsu is a 

VMware OEM and reselling partner) 

 Provides easy access to further VMware products (i. e. vRealize suite to 

get advanced operations and extention to cloud) 

■ With over a decade of strategic partnership, Fujitsu has vast expertise in 

delivering VMware projects 

 Get support from over 300 certified VMware professionals across EMEA 
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Why customers buy  Why you sell 
vSAN solves the following storage pain points 

■ Exponential demand for storage capacity 

■ Complex management that requires specific knowledge and advanced 

training 

■ Scaling is expensive 

■ Budgeting and forecasting storage consumption 

■ Meeting SLAs for users and applications 

■ Power and real estate limitations, from data centers to ROBO 

 

Read also the following customer stories on PRIMEFLEX for VMware vSAN: 

■ Pea Soup, Mediterranean University of Reggio Calabria, Multipartner 

 Great Market Opportunity 

■ Customers willing to spend on HCI: “HCI market will reach $4.8B by 2019 

experiencing 64% CAGR”—IDC Hyper Converged Systems Report. 

■ Start building your HCI practice with VMware vSAN. Grow your existing deal 

size or leverage opportunities to further expand your existing accounts. 

Land and expand 

■ 40% of customers buy again within 6 months, and they purchase 125% 

more 

Shorter sales cycle 

■ 90 days for vSAN compared to 9 months for traditional storage 

 

Who you sell to  When you sell vSAN 
CxO 

■ Reduce your storage TCO by 50% or more; allow IT spend to go to strategic 

initiatives and meeting business demands 

■ Now in its fourth release, >5,500 customers of all sizes and industries trust 

vSAN to run their most mission critical applications—data is never lost. 

IT Director/VP 

■ vSAN is radically simple storage: simple to assess, to install, and to 

operate—you don’t need a specialized storage skillset to manage storage.” 

■ Eliminate large upfront costs and buy only what you need to scale your 

storage granularly. 

VI Admin 

■ Performance and high resiliency for all types of workloads, including 

business critical applications. 

■ Use VM-centric policy-based storage management to put the app in 

charge (no more LUNs or volumes). 

■ If you know vSphere, you know vSAN. 

Storage Lead/Admin 

■ Simplify capacity planning by scaling compute and storage in tandem. 

 

Ideal customer profile: 

■ 50+ VMs (or have multiple ROBO sites) 

■ Any vSphere workloads including business critical apps, VDI, ROBO, DR 

■ 3+ node, or 6+ CPUs initial purchase 

■ IT budget over €30,000 for licenses, hardware, and support 

■ Needs storage performance and/or capacity 

■ Single admin for server and storage 

■ Midmarket, commercial, enterprise 

 Upcoming Server and Storage Refresh 

START the conversation: “How are you using vSphere for your storage 

demands?” 

 

LISTEN for the below: 

■ Running out of primary storage for VMs – Simplify with hyper-converged 

solutions 

■ VM storage performance degradation – Optimize storage for virtualized 

applications 

■ VM storage latency – Meet Service Level Agreements despite growth in 

apps and storage 

■ End of life/lease storage or server hardware – Rethink strategy 

 

New Storage-Intensive Projects 

START the conversation: “Have you thought about using vSphere for your 

storage needs?” 

 

LISTEN for the below: 

■ Meeting business demands with simple storage, use cases such as 

business critical apps, VDI, ROBO, DR 

■ Delivering an SDDC initiative with a new, application-driven, automation 

approach 

■ Looking to modernize infrastructure 

■ Managing tight budgets 

■ Expanding vSAN cluster - (40% of vSAN customers buy again within 6 

months) 

 

For further info on PRIMEFLEX for VMware vSAN please visit the Fujitsu partner and sales portal: 

mailto:PRIMEFLEX-PM@ts.fujitsu.com
http://gke.gbg.fujitsu.com/global/references/RB/CS_2014Sep_Pea%20Soup_Eng_v0.1.pdf
http://gke.global.fujitsu.local/sites/p1/references/RB/CS_2016Dec_Università%20Mediterranea%20di%20Reggio%20Calabria_eng_v.2.pdf
http://gke.global.fujitsu.local/sites/p1/references/RB/CS_2017Nov_Multipartner_eng_v.3.pdf
https://partners.ts.fujitsu.com/com/products/sol/infra/Pages/vsan.aspx

